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OUR NEXT FUNCTION - The Colonel Alex Laing Memorial Dinner celebrating the 94 th

Anniversary of the formation of the Royal Australian Survey Corps.

When: Friday 26th June 2009.
Where: The United Service Club, 183 Wickham Terrace Brisbane in the Royal Room.
Time: 7.00pm for 7.30pm.
Cost: $50.00 per head for three course cordon bleu dinner including beverages. The event is
subsidized by our Association sponsor.
Maximum seating – 30 persons.
Dress: Men – Lounge suit; Ladies – After five. Miniatures may be worn.
RSVP Secretary Barry Lutwyche by Friday 12th June 2009.
This is a premier event in our Association calendar. Run on semi formal lines the port is passed
in the traditional manner. This event is always great fun – ask anyone who has previously
attended. This year we have five visitors from interstate and a possible six invited guests leaving
nineteen places to fill. Please advice Secretary Barry Lutwyche of your firm intention to attend
by Friday 12th June.

WOW! – OUR BERETS GO INTERNATIONAL ON ANZAC DAY
Check the Photo Gallery – Singapore, Canada and interstate – where else?

CALENDAR REMAINING FOR 2009
15th-16th August: RA Survey Vietnam Veterans event at Twin Towns Service Club, Tweed Heads, NSW.
See notice last Bulletin. Guest of honour General Peter Cosgrove AC, MC.

Saturday 5 Sept :Our traditional reunion and Annual General Meeting at the Alderley Arms Hotel. Last
year’s event in our new location was a winner – again ask anyone who attended. The event
has been held annually by your Association since 1947 when the veterans of WW2 decided
that they wanted to maintain the bond of comradeship forged during their war service. It is
regrettable but inevitable that our few remaining WW2 Survey Veterans are no longer able to
attend – but we will remember them.

October date TBA The Military Mapmakers Dinner with I Topo Svy Sqn as host. It is regretted that
exigencies of the service prevented this function from being held this year but the squadron is confident
that it should be on again in 2009, perhaps at a different venue.
November date TBA The Derek Chambers Award at the 1 Topo Murray Bar. The award goes the the
young soldier who has displayed outstanding esprit-de-corps in the best tradition of the Royal Australian
Survey Corps during the preceding twelve months.

The Royal Australian Survey Corps Association (Queensland) acknowledges the generous sponsorship and
support of Conics Ltd
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OUR HISTORY PROJECT – What did we do over all those years – 1946 - 1996? Email your
contribution direct to Bob Skitch on bob.skitch@runbox.com or enter your data on our website –
www.rasurvey.org . Our website contains state summaries of what we have compiled so far.
There are plenty of gaps – have a go at filling them in! An excellent contribution has been
received from Frank Lenane. There are a few gaps and Frank asks that those who were with
him in WA and on the Solomon Islands and Madang jobs to give it some thought.
Ed: Recent contributions to our history project may not yet show on the website. I like to accumulate a
few before entering them in to the website in pdf making this a once a year effort – in deference to our
webmaster Kym who is away grey nomading at the moment.

What We Did – Frank Lenane
YEAR UNIT OPERATION/

PROJECT
DURATION LOCATION NATURE OF WORK

UNDERTAKEN
PERSONS

TAKING PART
OTHER

INFORMATION
1985 5 Fd

Svy
Carto Jarrah South West

WA
Field Checking Colin Cuskelly,

1986 5 Fd
Svy

Pilbara -
WA

Field checking &
supplementary air
photography

Alan Toogood,
Steve Foster,
Frank Lenane
(litho) Scott Payne,
others

Camp locations:
Karratha, Port
Hedland, Hillside
Station (near
Marble Bar,
Newman.

1987 5 Fd
Svy

Mizmaze 87 Kimberleys Field checking &
supplementary air
photography

1992 RA
Svy
Aerial
Photo
Team
(RAPT
)

Belama 13 weeks Solomon
Islands
(Honiara)

Aerial photography
Solomon Islands and
Vanuatu

Neil Kelly, Tex
Houston, Frank
Lenane, Steve
Gloster, Steve Hill,
Noel Brinsmead,
others.
Pilots: Keith Megs,
Mike Juelg

1992 RA
Svy
Aerial
Photo
Team
(RAPT
)

Kumul 13 weeks PNG
(Madang)

Aerial photography Neil Kelly, Tex
Houston, Frank
Lenane, Steve
Gloster, Noel
Brinsmead.
Pilots: Keith Megs,
Mike Juelg

COMMITTEE
Patron Lieutenant Colonel EU Anderson MBE (Ph 3408 9179)

EXECUTIVE
President Peter Bates-Brownsword (Ph 3289 7001) email: petenbarb@dovenetq.net.au
Vice President Alex Cairney (Ph 3397 7583) email: cairneyalex@hotmail.com
Secretary Barry Lutwyche (3264 2191) email: rasvy_qld@yahoo.com.au

… sec.qld@rasurvey.org
Treasurer Ross Smithwick (Ph 3356 5786) email: rdsmithwick@ozemail.com.au

COMMITTEE
Member Mary-Ann Thiselton (Ph 3353 1026) email: rockthis@bigpond.net.au
Member Jim Gill (Ph 3264 1597) email: jimgill@hotkey.net.au
Bulletin Editor Bob Skitch (Ph 5438 0550 Caloundra; or 3350 1550 Brisbane)
& Historian email: bob.skitch@runbox.com
North Coast representative Kym Weston (Ph 5445 6927) email: kym@westonsweb.com
& web site manager (mob 0427 377 226)
North Qld representative Dennis Gregor (Ph mob 0412 756 196)

Email: dennis.gregor@conics.com.au
Note: Refer Veteran’s Affairs matters to Peter Bates-Brownsword and Stan Campbell
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1 TOPO SVY SQN
Squadron OC Major Thomas Grice
Squadron SSM WO1 Peter Coles (Ph 3332 7564)

NOTICES

BERETS – BERETS – BERETS
Our stocks of our ever popular beret are
now nearly depleted. However, stocks are
held at Christie’s in Sydney. Be distinctive in
the RA Survey Association distinctive
headdress. Contact Alex Cairney email
cairneyalex@hotmail.com
Note: Christies can be contacted as follows:
Unit 4D; 1-7 Unwin Bridge Rd, St Peters, NSW
2044. Phone 02 9519 0784

VIETNAM – A TECHNICAL TOUR by Bob
McMillan-Kay.
Copies can be obtained from Bob McMillan-
Kay at a cost of $36.00 including postage.
We commend this highly successful book of
Bob’s Vietnam experience. Bob’s address is
14 March Lane, Maryborough, Qld, 4650.

ASSOCIATION BADGE
Association badges are still available from
the Queensland Association. Place your
orders with Barry Lutwyche and we will try
to satisfy them.

MAPMAKERS OF FORTUNA
Copies may be purchased from the Ex-
Fortuna Survey Association (PO Box 865
Bendigo 3552) at $60.00 plus postage of
$11.50 which includes cost of a padded
postal bag.

RA SURVEY ASSOCIATION PLAQUE
An Association Plaque that incorporates the
three overlapping badges, the theodolite
badge of pre-WW2, the wartime colour
patch and the Post WW2 RA Svy badge is
available from the Queensland Association.
The cost of the plaque is $50.00 plus
postage. Place orders with our Secretary,
Barry Lutwyche.

LAST FRIDAYS
Last Fridays continue at the Gaythorne
RSL. Numbers attending have improved in
recent times. Pop along and have a beer or
a softie with your mates.

ROYAL AUSTRALIAN SURVEY CORPS
PLAQUE: The Ex-Fortuna Association has
purchased some of the original RA Svy
plaques. These are available from Ex-
Fortuna Secretary Tracey Phillips,
03 5449 6330 (AH); email
phipsys@tpg.com.au Price on application.

ASSOCIATION TIE or SCARF
Cost is $25.00. Place your order with the
Queensland Association. Phone or email
Barry Lutwyche.

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTIONS FOR 2008 –
2009
‘Don’t go to sleep on your
membership!Keep in touch with your
Survey Corps mates by being a paid-up
member of your Association.
Our financial year runs from Sept to Sept.
Subscription is but $15.00 per year. We
encourage you to pay three years in
advance (or more if you wish). Subscription
is waived for veterans 75 and over who
have been standing paid-up members of our
Association. Pay-time was at the AGM 13
Sept 08 – but it is not too late now!

ANZAC DAY 2009…..Bob Skitch
The Queensland Association had a good
roll-up to all three components of the Anzac
Day remembrance and celebrations this
year, perhaps the best for quite a few years.

The Dawn Service at the 2nd Combat
Engineer Regiment (2CER) was better
attended this year than many in the past. At
a guess I would say there were at least five
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hundred participants including twenty
Survey Association members. The memorial
stone with RAE ‘bursting bomb’ badge has
been moved to a new location and a portion
of the old memorial stone with the RAE
Corps badge placed in an adjacent position
a few metres in front of and to the left of the
main memorial stone. It was against this
memorial that our RA Survey Association
wreath was placed as well as the Sapper’s
Association wreath.

The Dawn Service commencing at 0450h
was conducted with typical RAE style,
panache and reverence. The Gunfire
Breakfast was in full swing when Barry
Lutwyche, Mal Henderson and I arrived at
0430h. In the darkness it was not possible
to locate other Association members who
may have been present and certainly not
given the size of the crowd attending. The
service opened with the Invocation given by
Padre Johann Eloff followed by The John
Paul College Chamber Choir singing the
hymn ‘Amazing Grace’ accompanied by
Piper Major Stuart Brown, Executive Officer
of 6 Engineer Support Regiment. The highly
relevant address was given by Lieutenant
Colonel Joel Dooley, the Commanding
officer of 2 CER. Prayers followed including
the RAE Corps Prayer read by Sapper
Douglas Cross, the youngest Sapper in 2
CER. Then followed the Ode, the Last Post,
two minutes silence and Reveille. During
the two minutes silence the names of
soldiers, both Engineers and other Corps
who had lost their lives in the Iraq and
Afghanistan conflicts were scrolled down
the projection screen that had been erected
above and behind the memorial stone. Then
followed the Laying of the Wreaths and it
was certainly my pleasure and honour to lay
the wreath on behalf of our Association.
With the sky lightening and the kookaburras
claiming their territory in the surrounding
gum trees the service concluded with the
National Anthem, ‘Advance Australia Fair’.

It was then time to repair to the Sportman’s
Club for a beer or two and a robust Army
breakfast of sausages, bacon, fried eggs,
baked beans and hash. By various means

we made our way into the City for the
march; for me that was drive home and then
bus to the City. The newspapers estimated
the crowd lining the streets at 50,000. I
reckon it could have been twice that. It was
a fine, warm, sunny day and I have never
seen such a crowd. This year the march
was headed by a New Zealand service
contingent followed by the RAAF, the Navy
and then the Army. Our March Marshall was
Warrant Officer Paul Boulton of 1Topo who
did a great job pulling us all together into
some sort of order and keeping us more or
less in step, no mean task given the
apparent paucity of bands this year. Our
March Leader was Les (LVJ) Smith
covering the distance mostly in his
wheelchair pushed by his son William Smith
dismounting from the chair to give the salute
to our Queensland Governor, Her
Excellency Ms Penelope Wensley. The
‘great theodolite’ carrier was Rowan Shipley
who carried our iconic jigger in an entirely
regimental manner but confessed that at the
time of passing the saluting dais he was
unable to give the ‘butt salute’ as drilled by
LVJ because he had the theodolite on the
wrong shoulder at that moment. Hmmm!

Our purple berets attracted crowd attention,
including the occasional ‘wolf whistle’.

After the march we, or at least most or us,
made our way to the Alderley Arms Hotel
arriving about 12.30. Since the bar is not
allowed to open until 1.00pm there were a
few tongues hanging out, some even having
to resort to water! Some of the young
soldiers from 1 Topo joined us and were
regaled with stories and advice from the
past. The afternoon progressed pleasantly
enough with trays of savories carried
around from time to time by the bar staff.
The day came to an end for each of us at a
time of our choosing – in all…a great Anzac
Day.

Roll Call
Les (LVJ) Smith (leader)
William Smith (LVJ's son and wheelchair power)
Rowan Shipley (theodolite carrier)
John Ashby
Peter Ball
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Phil Brookes (the RAAOC Ranger)
Alex Cairney (photographer and boundary rider)
Stan Campbell
Lorraine Chambers
Wally Chilcott
Tony Gee
Jim Gill
Bruce Gordon
Mal Henderson (fm SA Assn)
Ian Hutchings
Jock Kay
Al Kavanagh
Russell Lewis
Percy Long
Barry Lutwyche
Mick McCosker
Peter Mitchell
Des Nagle
Dave O'Shannessy
Peter Rodriguez
Bob Skitch
Grant Small
Ross Smithwick

1 Topo Svy Sqn Banner Party
WO2 Paul Boulton, CPL Shane Greentree and
LCPL Josh Johnstone.

Jim Beard, Peter Bates-Brownsword, John
Foxwell, John Thomas, Grant Godfrey (ex 4 Fd
Svy Sqn) and some family members also met up
with the group before the march off.

Some family members met up with us at the
Alderley Arms reunion. John Scharber (from SA
Assn) and Kevin Shorrock (ex AACC, 4 Fd Svy
Sqn) who were both unable to march also joined
us at the function. Some attendees had travelled
from as far afield as Blackwater, Hervey Bay,
Gympie and Toowoomba for the occasion.

Other ex RA Svy members not mentioned above
were also at the Dawn Service, including Rock
and Mary-Ann Thiselton, Ian Fitzgerald, Wolf
Thun, Alan Virtue, Roger Graf, Brendon
McKinless, Del Madge and Alister Fitzmaurice.

ANZAC DAY AT KILCOY

Since 2000 a contingent of 1 Topo Svy Sqn RAE
has visited Kilcoy on Anzac Day and participated
in the service. Kilcoy was the training location of
1 Field Survey Company in 1940. The Squadron
has a plan to march through Kilcoy on the 70th

anniversary or that event. In that time a strong
bond has developed between the Kilcoy

township and the Squadron and it was at Kilcoy
RSL that we placed a memorial plaque in 2007
(Bulletin 33). 1 Topo this year presented a
framed historical mapdepicting all POW camps
in South East Asia during WW2. See Photo
Gallery for photos of 1Topo at Kilcoy this year.

FORTUNA SPARED ON BLACK
SATURDAY (From Magna Carto)

Victoria was subjected to the worst ravages
of fire in history on Saturday 7 February this
year. Across the state many houses were
destroyed and almost 200 lives lost.
Bendigo was not spared with Eaglehawk
losing many homes and one dead. Fire
lapped the Rose & Crown Hotel on
Eaglehawk Road, the adjoining BP service
station, the rear of the old John Brown’s
clothing factory and it got close to the
Goldmines Hotel (Ed’s Pub). The one that
did not get publicity however was just how
close the fire got to the St John of God (Mt
Alvernia) Hospital and Fortuna. The land
adjacent to Fortuna covered in pampas
grass was set alight by flying embers but
luckily Fortuna was spared. All Fortuna
duty officers will remember that their worst
fear was not the marauding masses (not
that the picquet SLR with the bent barrel
would have held them back) but rather the
threat of fire. For if fire took hold in the
“Villa” there would be no stopping it and had
that occurred then that would have ended
the current debate about its future.
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CALL FOR VOLUNTEERS - BLAZEAID -
FARM FENCING IN 7-8 FEB VICTORIAN
BUSH FIRE AFFECTED AREA

Peter Jensen of the Canberra RA Survey
Association writes:
The all volunteer organisation BLAZEAID
(www.blazeaid.com) have an urgent need
for VOLUNTEERS (aged 18 - 80) to help rebuild
farm fences destroyed or badly damaged in the
February bush fires in Victoria. The work is in
the Mitchell Shire under the umbrella of the
Victorian Farmers Federation.

Jenny and I have just returned from two weeks
volunteer work with BLAZEAID. We found the
experience very rewarding being able to help a
few victims in a small but significant start to
rebuild their lives. Many of them can not begin
that start without a boundary fence or a house
paddock fence which will allow restocking.
Some need a little guidance to help them decide
what fencing is the priority and where to start
and what sort of fence is needed. All are
extremely appreciative and find it hard to believe
that volunteers from all over Australia, and the
world (Switzerland and US while we were there),
want to help them. Some just want a chat while
you are digging a post-hole. As volunteers we
all had the desire to get our donation of time and
effort to where help was really needed.

BLAZEAID is something like a military
operation. The HQ at East Kilmore Kev's
Shearing Shed (see www.blazeaid.com) is like a
survey operation forward base: sea container for
equipment; refrigerated sea container for
donated food, snacks and drinks for the
volunteers; caravan and tent area; vehicle park;
hot plate BBQ for early breakfast and after work
sausage sizzle; mains water (cold); portaloos;
whiteboards for tasking and notes and mobile
phones rather than radios. We stayed at the
Kilmore Caravan Park, but the Shearing Shed
camp facility is free - hot showers are available
at the Kilmore Horse Race Track. We were from
many and varied backgrounds, ages and
personal situations, but the camaraderie was
great and we worked well in small teams often
with people you only met on the day. There
were a lot of retired couples. There were a good
number of ex-service personnel and I met an ex-
9 SQN RAAF fellow who had worked with us in
8 Fd Svy Sqn in PNG. He was also very
appreciative of the work that 2 Fd Svy Sqn did

for him out at the ammunition depot at Orchard
Hills.

The daily routine is to assemble by about
7.30am for task assignment and collection of
tools and essential personal safety gear, sign
the roll book (Victorian Farmers Federation
cover work insurance for under-65s - those older
to check with farmers for liabilty insurance) and
get your name tag, make your lunch and collect
water and snacks etc, an 8am brief by the
organiser/coordinator (Kevin Butler), then travel
to the job and work to about 4pm or a little after,
then return to the HQ to back-brief the
organisers and for the much appreciated
afternoon-tea and happy hour.

Like most volunteers we had no fencing
experience but we were willing to have a go, get
very dirty and work in light rain. Some
volunteers were farmers and/or fencing
contractors and these experts were used as the
core of the six to eight teams of four to six
volunteers which headed to farms in the Mitchell
Shire each day. Fencing materials are either
provided by the farmers or donated. Tools are
provided by BLAZEAID but a good pair of wire
cutters, and leather gloves of your own are
useful. There are donated tractors so if you
have a licence that is a great plus. A willingness
to operate a chain saw, a generator and power
or petrol drill and auger also helps but is not
compulsory. There is plenty of fencing work for
the ladies - demolish and roll up the old fence
wire and posts, measure and layout new fences,
running new wires, attaching new wires to posts
and spacers/droppers. Those not wanting to
work in hilly terrain are assigned to the flatter
country. Some volunteers preferred not to
fence, but worked around the HQ on duties like
QM, administration and phone work,
cook/steward, general duties or helping on the
farm or house of the organisers who spend their
days keeping the operation going and vetting the
increasing list of requests for assistance. Some
people came from Melbourne on a daily basis
whenever they had a spare day or took time off
work. We worked on two major tasks, one of
three days, one of five days, and smaller one
day jobs, but after each task we were proudly
able to see for our efforts well constructed
professional sturdy straight (important for a
surveyor) fences of all different designs and with
gates.

THE ESSENTIAL ELEMENT OF ALL THIS
GREAT WORK IS A CONTINUING STREAM
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OF VOLUNTEERS. WORK WILL GO ON FOR
MANY MONTHS AND IT IS NOW URGENT
AND IMPORTANT TO GET AS MUCH DONE
AS POSSIBLE BEFORE THE WINTER
WEATHER WILL PERHAPS CURTAIL SAFE
OPERATIONS IN THE HILLY COUNTRY. IF
YOU WANT TO ENJOY A REWARDING
EXPERIENCE, MEET NEW PEOPLE,
ARE WILLING TO HAVE A GO AND CAN
OFFER ONE OR MORE DAYS OF WORK,
GIVE CHERYL A CALL ( 0437 758 793) OR
EMAIL blazeaid@bigpond.com internet
www.blazeaid.com

We plan to return. If you have any questions
from a volunteer perspective, please email me
pajmjensen@gmail.com …….Peter Jensen
Canberra Survey Corps Assoc

FAREWELL FORTUNA –
Gary Warnest

Ed – this extract of Gary Warnest’s moving
address to the DIGO Social Club dinner at the
closing of Fortuna was pubished in the recent
issue of ‘Magna Carto’. Regardless of where
one might have served in the Corps, the Field
Squadrons, the Troops, the Sections, the
Depots or the Regiment and its predecessors,
regardless of the personal experiences one
might have had, Fortuna Villa and its
surrounding gardens is the most recognisable
icon of the Corps’ eighty one years of existence.

It is an honour to be asked to say a few
words on behalf of those who served in the
Royal Australian Survey Corps at Fortuna,
but first of all I would like to thank the DIGO
Social Club for allowing us to be part of
these farewell functions. In particular I
would like to thank Tracey Ash and Tracey
Phillips for all the work that they have done
towards making this weekend one to
remember.

What is it that brings together some 400
people to mark Defence’s leaving of an old
building? Defence often leaves old
buildings and many of us have moved many
times as part of our military service, so what
makes this move so special? Is it just that
significant and romantic historical aspect of
George Lansell the Quartz King of Bendigo
and his family home or the chance to

experience some of the surroundings that
were reserved for the extremely wealthy
and influential elite in years gone by?

Is it the story of gold and of the intrigue of
tunnels under Bendigo and from the battery
underground to the vault deep inside the
Villa? Is it the building’s unique mixture of
architecture with the imposing turret, the
Pompeii fountain, baths inside cupboards
and hidden staircases? Is it the lake and
diving board and the golf course that went
over it, when it still had water? Is it the
beautiful lead light window art of birds in
vivid colour?

Is it “George” the ghost and tales of things
that go bump in the night or misty
apparitions? Things like the message in the
Turret stairwell lead light windows “East or
West home is best” may hold the key.

The Royal Australian Survey Corps, that
was a relatively small Army Corps with a big
responsibility, has often been described as
a family and the members of that family as
relatives. Many members of the Survey
Corps served more than twenty years and
there are instances where three generations
served the Corps, some all at the same
time. This family bond will be evidenced
over this weekend as many who have not
seen each other for many years will pick up
conversations as though it was only
yesterday that they last met. Fortuna Villa
was very much the family home.

Was it that many of us who came to Fortuna
were young and impressionable, possibly,
but also it was physically the family home
for many of us. Those who initially came to
Fortuna used the top floor rooms as
bedrooms, those later had cardboard huts
around the lake and even some were in
tents on the parade ground. In relative
luxury to that were those of us who were
compulsorily required to live in the barracks
on site when they arrived. When I look back
and put this into perspective I find that it
really was my family home as I have spent
more years at Fortuna than I did in my
parent’s home.
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Valerie Lovejoy in her book “The
Mapmakers of Fortuna” has eloquently and
comprehensively recorded much of the
Survey Corp’s history and its association
with Fortuna from the selection of the site by
Major Bill Sarll in 1941 and its arrival on 23
March 1942 to the disbandment of the
Corps in 1996. Even the last line in the book
supports my point and I quote “Whether
they retired, resigned, remained in the army
or transferred to the public service, every
member of the Army Survey Regiment had
lost their extended family and a place they
called home.”

An example of the strong Survey Corps
bonds formed is Judith and Jack Charlton
who both served at Fortuna during WWII.
They met at Fortuna, married and raised
their family in Bendigo. Their son John later
served at Fortuna as a national serviceman.
Sadly Jack died in early August but Judith
still made plans for about 20 of her family to
be at Fortuna tomorrow, such was her
connection with Fortuna and the friends she
made back in 1942. Judith died suddenly a

week ago but
through Judith the
family has also
made such a strong
bond with Fortuna
that they will all be
there tomorrow.

Fortuna was not only
the home of the
Survey Corps to its

members but with the Corps’ strong
affiliations with many overseas countries the
world’s mapping community also knew and
recognised Fortuna as the home of the
Survey Corps.

The consecrated stone cairn still proudly
records the Royal Australian Survey Corps
association at Fortuna.

Valerie Lovejoy’s valuable contribution
records the official history. As with all
families it is the memories of things that
happen along the way that may not have
been recorded and quite possibly should not

ever be recorded or the lifelong friends we
make that are just as important. Many of us
here today are here because of those
unofficial history connections that military
writers will call “esprit de corps”

Some will remember the magnificent
functions held at Fortuna in dress uniform
and the ladies in their long dresses, evening
lights reflecting on the waters of the lake
and the string quartet playing in the gardens
or on the balcony. Others will remember
the cold frosty mornings freezing on CO’s
parade, nights on guard duty or working on
emergency mapping projects like cyclone
Tracey and “Bones” days.

Having printed some 15 million coloured
maps and over half a million ciphers and
secret books those that served during WWII
will remember Major Bill Sarll’s very
appropriate final address and I quote” The
job we had to do was so well concluded that
the name LHQ Cartographic Company can
be regarded as a hallmark for service and
efficiency throughout mapping
organizations. Our fun was grand and ever
with us and helped to cement those
friendships which I trust will remain for all
time.” History confirms him to be correct.

It is hoped that DIGO will take with them to
their new building some of the fine traditions
set at Fortuna over the years.

What is it that brings back 400 people to
mark Defence’s leaving of an old building?

It’s all of these things; it’s the selling of the
family home after 66 years and the ties and
memories that are locked to it. It is part of
our identity and it’s our opportunity to say
farewell to that great old classy Lady that is
“Fortuna Villa.”

I give you “Fortuna Villa” Gary Warnest
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VALE – JOHN HOGAN
John passed away suddenly on 11 Feb 09.

John came to the
Survey Corps from the
British Army where he
had served from 1948
to 1950. During that
time he saw service in
the Middle East. He
enlisted in the
Australian Army in
1952 and served on
for twenty-four years
John was promoted

sergeant in 1957.
He served with the New Guinea Survey Unit
in 1954/55 on the New Britain Project Xylon
and was then posted to the Central
Command Survey Section. He took part in
survey operations in both South Australia
and the Northern Territory. John moved on
to the School of Military Survey as SSM,
first at Balcombe and then Bonegilla. He
was replaced by Acki Barber and moved on
promotion to the Army Survey Regiment as
RSM in late 1966 remaining in that position
until his retirement in 1976.
While John was RSM at the Regiment John
Bullen recalls a children’s Christmas party
where all the WRAACS were co-opted to
assist in running the entertainment. At the
start of proceedings, in a cloud of dust
coming up the driveway was a great herd of
kids, Desi Asaris was heard to wail “God,
someone has invited all the kids from the
orphanage”. It wasn’t, it was the Hogan
family. Two of his sons Mick and Barry also
served in the Survey Corps. Following his
retirement from the Corps John continued to
serve as the Navy Liaison Officer at Fortuna
in a civil capacity.
John was devoted to his wife Myrtle and his
family of nine children. His service in the
Army was guided by his set of high
principles and he had little patience for
those who didn’t share them. Undoubtedly
John was one of the gentlemen of the
Corps…… Don Swiney

VALE KEITH BARBER (Acki)

Keith died after a short illness on 21 Jan 09.
Born 18 Feb 22 at Queenscliff"
On 7 Mar 1940 at age 18 he enlisted in the
Royal Australian Engineers (AIF). His dad

was also in the RAE.
Keith lied about his
age and enlisted at
age 16 but his dad
found out and
agreed that he could
join, but only after
his 18th birthday.
In 1941 he
transferred to the
Australian Survey
Corps at the Survey

Training Depot – Woodend and was posted
to South Australia on theTriangulation of
Gawler to the Coorong and the Murray
Mouth.
In 1942 he was posted to 3rd Field Survey
Coy – Yarram and on 20 Jun 43 he
volunteered for wartime mapping/surveying
service with the New Guinea Survey
Section.
Although Keith had relayed this story to me
John Hillier was able to provide it in more
detail.
In 1943 near Wau 8 Fd Svy Sect AIF
located in weatherboard bungalows was
attacked by Japanese aircraft. CPL KJ
Barber and BL Murray manned a Bren gun
in the open to fight back. They prudently
abandoned the weapon and took cover
moments before the building received the
full fury of the enemy fire. Fortunately there
were no casualties, although most of the
unit’s rations were destroyed. Worst hit was
the unit latrine.
In Apr 1944 he returned to Australia and
was posted to 6 Topo Survey Coy and then
in 1946 to the Field Survey Section - Colac
(PMF) doing field survey work around
Victoria. John Hillier recalls that Keith was
asked by a senior official what their job was,
and his reply “Hunting, fishing and
shooting.” It is believed that Capt Barney
Herbert had the job to field the answers to
questions asked by staff from HQ S Comd.
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On 22 Sep 47 he transferred to the
Permanent Army at the rank of sergeant.
In 1948 he was posted to Southern
Command Field Survey Section at Albert Pk
Barracks and in 1951 was detached as a
National Service Training Instructor to
Puckapunyal where his platoon won the drill
competition. In 1952 he was posted as the
ARA cadre at 2 Topo Survey Coy (CMF)
located at Powlett St, East Melbourne and
remained there until he closed the unit
down.
In 1957 Keith was posted to Fortuna as a
WO2 Draughtsman conducting mapping
quality control.
In 1966 he was posted to the School of
Military Survey at Bonegilla as the School
Sergeant Major (SSM). I recall Keith telling
me about the arrival of a large 4-door
stainless steel refrigerator arriving at the
School and being asked where it was to be
installed. Keith immediately directed them to
the Sergeants’ Mess. Months later an
individual arrived looking for a refrigerator
that was intended to be installed at the
Migrant Centre across the road but he was
not able to find any sign of it.
In 1969 he was again posted to Fortuna as
the WO1 Squadron Sergeant Major (SSM)
and Tech WO of Carto Sqn. Keith took his
discharge on 31 Jul 74 after 34yrs service.

Keith was always immaculately turned out
and led by example. He insisted on
extremely high standards of both military
bearing and technical quality. Keith had a
significant personal presence because of
his many years as a military instructor (drill,
weapons and military law) and he left a
lasting impact on all those around him.
Sport also played a big part in Keith's life
and he was a life member of both the
Kangaroo Flat Football and Cricket Clubs.

Keith was always a Survey Corps devotee and
his love of maps and all things Survey Corps
gave him great satisfaction. His excellent hand
drawn copper plate calligraphy was one of his
trademarks. Keith’s nickname “Acki” came from
a school day lecture on Anzac Cove in
recognition of a locality nearby. Gary Warnest

VALE BARBARA WATSON

In perusing the Canberra Association
newsletter I learnt that Charlie Watson’s
wife Barbara passed away the day before
Anzac Day.I have passed on to Charlie the
sincere sympathy of all of us here in the
Queensland Association.

CAPTAIN BULLEN’S WAR

John Bullen has
published his
Vietnam Diary
covering the
service of A
Section, 1 Topo
Svy Tp at Nui Dat
from January 1968
to February 1969.
I believe it is a
good read and no
doubt will
especially appeal
to those who

served with John during that period.

PERSONALIA and other Jottings

Ed: Once again I refer you to items about
people in the other State Association
newsletters to be found on our website –
www.rasurvey.org.

Army Newspaper 16 Apr 2009 tells us that
Timor Service is to be reclassified. Service
under the Defence Cooperation Program (DCP)
in East Timor between September 16 1999 and
August 17 2003 has been reclassified as
warlike. Personnel involved with the Army
Training Support Team East Timor and other
DCP tasks during the period are eligible to be
awarded the AASM with East Timor clasp and
the Returned from Active Service Badge.
Eligible personnel will need to return their ASM
before they can be issued the AASM unless the
ASM was issued for another operation.
Personnel already holding the AASM for another
operation will be issued the clasp only after
returning the ASM. Personnel can apply to
Defence Honours and Awards by callin 1800
111 321 or visiting www.defence.gov.au/medals.
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John Scharber came to our Anzac day
after-march reunion at the Alderley Arms.
John was dressed for the occasion sporting
his purple beret. John lives in South
Australia and is a member of the South
Australian Association. He was here not so
much to join us on Anzac Day but to visit his
son John who serves with 21 Construction
Squadron RAE. Young John is a plumber
and was told that first of all he is a soldier,
then a sapper and finally a plumber. Young
John and a tour of duty in Afghanistan with
21 Construction Squadron in 2008.

Des Neagle was a first time participant in
our Anzac day march and later attended the
Alderley Arms reunion. As a national
Serviceman Des was initially allocated to
Survey Corps serving at the School from
1972 and then with the demise of National
Service in 1972 transferred to the ARA in
the non-tech trade area transferring to
Ordnance Corps but remaining with Survey.
Des was a Corporal Clerk with 1 Fd Svy
Sqn in Brisbane during 1975/76. Being very
social welfare conscious he left the Corps
and joined the embryonic Army Community
Services organization finally retiring after 20
years at the rank of warrant officer. Des
became an ordained deacon in the Roman
Catholic Church a couple of years ago and
is now in charge of a parish. Des was
encouraged to attend by another relative
new-comer to our Association, Rick Mc
Coster.

Brian Cosford at the time of compiling this
column is also in the Greenslopes Hospital
having undergone a back operation. Wife
Jackie says he is coming along well and has
good and bad days. He is scheduled for
another operation on the neck which has
been giving him trouble. Jackie says they
enter through the throat. Doesn’t sound too
pleasant. Brian has been visited by John
Hook, Barry Lutwyche, Brian Partidge and
Alex Cairney, possibly others also. All the
very best Brian for a speedy recovery from
all of your Association friends.

Chris Lancaster continues to live in
secluded retirement on his bush block at

Tinbeerwah, somewhere north of Brisbane.
Chris tells me that he and wife Wendy
thoroughly enjoy life encouraging the birds
and communing with nature. The only club
Chris belongs to is the OBE Club which he
recently joined.

Kym and Faye Weston at the time of
compiling are bouncing around the
Kimberleys. I received the following email:
Today we arrived at Derby after staying
60km south of Broome for 3 days (Barn Hill)
and a further 30km south of that for another
3 days (Pt Smith). We also had several
days at Karajini NP and Millstream NP
south of Pt Hedland. On the 24th we are
going on a 4 day boat cruise out of Derby
up King George sound and out past Koolan
Is, areas I covered surveying in 1968. This
time a little more relaxed but a lot more
costly. Will keep in touch - so far I have not
been able to have the internet capacity to
upload your latest newsletter or the SA one.

Kym at Len Beadell blazed tree on Great Central
Rd 65k east of Giles weather station.

Bob Skitch had a short sojourn in the
Greenslopes Private Hospital (previously
Repatriation and General Hospital RGH)
having a hernia attended to. Bob can’t say
enough about the excellent attention he
received – a first class hospital that certainly
retains its veteran ethos. Bob is taking it
easy for a few days and has a very tender
tummy.
Bob and Wendy are heading for WA on the
23 May for a week, to see their actor
daughter Liz’s final performance in the Ben
Jonson play ‘The Alchemist’ and then to
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take Liz to see all of Bob’s old haunts where
he spent his not entirely mis-spent youth.

Items from Fortuna (Magna Carto) –
thanks to Gary Warnest.

John Shephard (aka Shep) – John & Tracey
Phillips and also Brett van Leeuwen have caught
up with Shep whilst holidaying in Cairns. Shep
and Jacqui began an intrepid tour of the country
in a fully kitted bus several years ago and
somehow or another they have propped in
Clifton Beach (about 20km north of Cairns).
They have sold the bus and bought a house with
Shep still in the survey business working for a
local company providing technical assistance on
survey and GPS equipment but looking forward
to scaling down his workload to enjoy more time
fishing and crabbing.

Stu Symonds - Most of Bendigo is still in shock
with the news of Stu’s recent engagement.
Word is that Stu proposed to Jane on
Valentine’s Day. All the best for Stu and Jane
but we won’t really believe it until the knot is
finally tied after all it has taken him 57 years to
find the right woman.

Al Hancox – Al has had some recent surgery
(like a lot of us older blokes) and all is well. Al is
almost certainly retiring in the middle of the year
and he and Linda are moving back to the Gold
Coast.

Speaking of retiring, Roger Rees has been seen
on several occasions passing through Bendigo
on the way to the Geelong precincts to visit
family. Roger has virtually retired and I believe it
will be official very soon (he has been expending
his leave and LSL prior to retirement). Not
100% sure where Roger and Effie plan to end
up but the rumour is somewhere in Victoria.

Also heard that they have finally managed to get
Steve Hansen out of Darwin after 8 years and
Di Soutar has arrived on promotion to WO1 as
his replacement, congratulations.

Mark Fedden has just returned to Bendigo and
taken up a position at the GAC. Mark was one
of the original RASVY staff to commence at the
then ATSE, but then moved on to private
enterprise with ESRI for about 5 years but as
mentioned, is now back in the Bendigo region.

Gordon Haswell hasn’t been in the best of
health recently and we wish him all the best and
a speedy recovery back to his noisy self.

Tom Royle down at Mt Macedon has also not
been well of late, we all hope that you get better
soon.

Peter Presser – Peter and Leslie have also
retired and have joined the grey nomads tripping
around in their 4WD and caravan, good fishing!

Dave King is unfortunately pretty much now
home bound (but still has his sense of humour),
Adrian Rynberk has agreed to take over as the
Melbourne Rep, his contact details are in the
header. Thanks to Dave for years of support to
the Association.

LVJ’s STORIES

Ed: Les (LVJ) Smith inspired by the account of
Fortuna in our last Bulletin (37), told me these
three amusing accounts of life at Fortuna in the
early 1950s. At the time of telling in late
November 08 Les had been hospitalized the
previous afternoon with gall stones and was on
a regime of morphine to control the pain while
the medics decided what to do. When the
morphine wears off Les said he could bite a
chunk out of the table. Anyhow… the stories:

In 1951 Les had a short term posting to the
then AHQ Cartographic Company having
applied to be posted to Western Command
Field Survey Section for work in the
Kimberleys. These incidents occurred
during those few weeks.

Story 1: The CSM of Cartographic
Company was WO2 ‘Jagger Green’ who no
doubt acting by direction of his OC was
attempting to smarten up the troops. A
particular ‘staff’ warrant officer had a very
dirty cap which he wore without a badge.
Even the OC had chipped him about it and
when his mates started to make further
disparaging comment and with a ‘stuff you
blokes’ he to fronted the Q store and bought
a new one, complete with badge and
polished chinstrap. On the cap band inside
the cap he carefully lettered his initials.
There were more than a few wags in the
group and together they thought up a clever
trick. They bought a further two new caps
from the Q, one several sizes larger and
another several sizes smaller than the about
to be ‘hapless’ WO’s new cap. Into each
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they carefully inscribed his initials. At an
appropriate moment they replaced the WO’s
new cap with the big one and discretely
watched the effect when he went to the hat
peg to put it on to go home. Of course if fell
down round his ears – he took it off and
looked at the initials inside, put it on again
and eventually headed home with the cap
under his arm.

He came to work the next morning with the
cap apparently fitting and at another
appropriate moment the wags examined the
cap to find the cap band stuffed with tissue
to make it fit. They then removed the tissue
and stuffed it into the band of the original
cap and placed it back on the peg and again
and at knock-off time watched for the effect.
This time when our WO put the cap on his
head it sat up on top of his hair. He took it
off and looked inside but could se nothing
amiss so he put it back on and squeezed it
down and off he went home. Next morning
he was back at work with a perfectly fitting
cap. Well….you can guess the next move;
his perfectly fitting cap was now replaced
with the one several sizes smaller. Les
doesn’t know quite how it all finished up –
he got his re-posting to WA and the rest of
the story can be left to the reader’s
imagination.

Story 2: It seems that WO2 Jagger
continued with his smarten-up campaign
and introduced a Wednesday morning
company parade to start the day. The
parade progressed in the normal way –
officers take post – and the officers and
warrant officers fell in and Jagger handed
the parade over to the OC who duly
inspected the serried ranks of troops noting
their numerous dress defects. Finally when
the officers had retired from the parade
ground Jagger turned to address the parade
and promptly ripped into them on their poor
dress standard and called Corporal Bob
Mumford forward, stood him to one side
then thundered to the parade that Mumford
was to be the ‘Dress Gestapo’ and he would
prepare a listing of all those present who
had dress defects and provide that listing to

himself, Warrant Officer Green, Company
Sergeant Major.

Les is not sure quite how Cpl Mumford went
about the task, but the list was prepared
and presented to Jagger who called a
further parade and thundered out again –
‘the following personnel have dress defects
as enumerated etc etc”. Anyhow, one
assumes that the personnel so identified
took whatever corrective action was
required if they hadn’t already done so.

Enter the wags. It is true that Jagger did not
lack a sense of humour because he too
entered into the little scam. A very realistic
and very large ‘Iron Cross’ was fashioned in
the workshop together with a ribbon which
at the time of the next OC’s parade Jagger
put into his pocket. Following the departure
of the officers from the parade ground
Jagger called Cpl Mumford forward and with
due pomp and circumstance pronounced
“Cpl Mumford – because of the meritorious
service you gave in your role of Dress
Gestapo you are to be awarded” and
promptly pulled the Iron Cross from his
pocket and placed the ribbon around the
astonished Cpl Mumford’s neck. The
assembled parade broke into applause and
many photos were taken. Did Bob Mumford
take it well? Les believes so but one cannot
help feeling a degree of concern for the
poor bloke who was simply doing his job –
meritoriously perhaps.

Story 3: This is a short one and it involves
those Fortuna wags once again. In the very
early fifties, battery operated portable radios
(we called them ‘wirelesses’ in those days)
simply did not exist. Certainly there were
military radios that ran on batteries, usually
a couple of heavy six volt lead-acid
batteries. Anyhow, someone at Fortuna had
a more portable battery operated wireless of
civilian pattern that worked off a couple of
large dry cells. There was nothing very
small about it but – it was more or less
portable. Anyhow the wags mounted it on a
trolley with the batteries concealed behind
and with a cord and three pin plug dangling
obviously from it. With the wireless playing
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loudly they wheeled it slowly down the
central passageway of Fortuna Villa past
the CSM’s office. Jagger at his desk looked
up in surprised shock, first annoyed that
anyone would have the temerity to play a
wireless at full volume outside his office and
then further shocked at what he saw.
Well…seeing is believing! Isn’t that
something like the Corps motto?

DAVE O’ SHANNESSY’S Corps career

Dave has sent a short summary of his six
year career in RA Svy:

1967: Completed High School
1968 – 6 Feb: Corps enlisted RA Svy

through 1 Fd Svy Sqn
1968 – Feb to Apr: Recruit training 1RTB

Kapooka 2Pl A Coy
1968 – Posted AHQ Svy Regt
1968 – to Dec: School of Mil Svy 30/68

Basic Draughting Course
1969 – 27 Sep to 2 Nov: overseas

deployment HQ PNG Comd
1970 – Mar to Apr: JTC Canungra Battle

Efficiency
1970 – Jul to Sep: School of Mil Svy 3/70

Intmed Draughting Course
1970 – Dec to Sep 71: A Sect 1 Topo Svy

Tp Vietnam (Medicac Sep 71 to Aus)
1971 to 1973: 2 Fd Svy Sqn Randwick
1972 – Apr to Jun: School of Mil Svy Adv

Draughting Couse
1974 – 5 Feb: Discharged
Ed: Dave marched with us on Anzac Day.
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June 2009

ANZAC Day 2009

Dawn Service - Enoggera

At the Breakfast - Enoggera

The RAE memorial

A splinter off the old memorial with the RA Svy Assoc wreath
and the Sapper’s Assoc wreath.
Bob Skitch placed our Association wreath.

Alex Cairney, Bob Skitch, Barry Lutwyche, Wally Chilcott,
Mal Henderson (from Tasmania), Jim Gill

Mal Henderson, Alex Cairney, Rock Thiselton, John Ashby Jim Gill, Wolfgang Thun



At the March - Brisbane

Al Kavanagh, Jim Gill, Des Neagle, Peter Bates-Brownsword,
Pery Long, Grant Small, Mick McCosker, Stan Campbell,
Jock Mc Kay (obscured)

Lorraine Chambers, Peter Bates Brownsword, Des Neagle,
Percy Long, Mick McCosker.

Percy Long Lorraine ChambersTony Gee and Bruce (Stretch) Gordon –
getting warm and friendly

Alex Cairney, Jock McKay, Percy Long, Barry LutwycheWo2 Paul Boulton, Cpl Shane Greentree,
LVJ (Les) Smith and son William



1 Topo Svy Sqn at Kilcoy

End of March - Brisbane

Stan Campbell and Peter Mitchell

Our Banner Party – Cpl Shane Greentree,
WO2 Paul Boulton, L/Cpl Josh Johnson

Rowan Shipley receives instruction from LVJ on how to
give a butt salute with the Great Theodolite

Our marchers in Adelaide St

Flag Orderly Spr Yvette Maree

Spr Tristan Goss, Lauren Gillard, Spr Mitchell McKean, Elizabeth Holder,
Spr Jesse Cardey, Spr Gabriel Stratis, Lt Matthew Dobney



International

Canada

Kranji Singapore

Purple Berets to the Fore

Sydney Woy Woy

Tony Hazeloff from Bachus Marsh;
Rob Hunter from Berry, NSW;
Stan Stephens from Port Augusta Bill Boyd and Ken Shaw

Brian Duncan - at the main gate and with the Canadian Flag

Adrian Creedy and Dennis Gregor
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